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Film Appreciation

Name of Movie: Me Before You (2016)

Directed by: Thea Sharrock

Major Cast: Emilia Clarke as Louisa Clark (Will’s personal helper)

Sam Claflin as Will Traynor (A quadriplegic after a car
accident)

Movie Genre: Romance
Drama

Guidelines for teachers

Step Duration
(minutes)

Procedure

1. 10 Ss take turn reading aloud the plot summary.

T asks questions to check students’ understanding of
the movie.

T elicits questions from Ss about the content of the
movie.

2. 50 T plays movie clips one by one (highlights).

T shows the questions following each clip. T pair
students up.

Ss take turns to present their answers.
(T can choose several questions if time is limited)

3. 30 – 40 Ss read the news article and identify the similarities
and differences between Will (in the movie) and Chi-
wai (in the news).

4. 20 Ss shares their ideas in front of the class.
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A. Highlights of the movie
Answer the following questions after watching the clips.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLHx2vVa1HA&t=101s (00:00 - 00:48)

1. How does Patrick respond about the situation of Louisa (Unemployment)?

2. Do you think Patrick cares about the feeling of her and Why?

3. What is the suggestion that Patrick gives Louisa after she says she could toast the tea
cake?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLHx2vVa1HA&t=101s (02:56 - 03:50)

4. What is the favourite outfit when Louisa was little?

5. What is the feeling after Louisa asks Will a question?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44IAkVVOVv8 (00:00 - 00:32)

6. Name the thing which makes Will's neck feel the sting and what does Louisa
do?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLHx2vVa1HA&t=101s (03:51-05:12)

7. Where was William favourite place before he got into an accident and why?

8. Why doesn't he like to go to that place anymore?

9. Which place/ event does William want her to go with him?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-bc638nD_g (02:43-04:04)

10. Why does Louisa want a whirl from William?

11. What is the reason that William agrees with Louisa that he is an arse?
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